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Abstract 

In this paper, we mention about the significance of the independence of 
axiomatic systems and how is obtained. Afterwards, we scrutinize the 
independence of the axiomatic system of effect algebras which is given by Foulis 
and Bennett [6]. 

1. Introduction 

Given an axiomatic system, a natural question arises: are its axioms 
independent? Such a question is sometimes difficult to answer. For 
example, the independence of the Axiom of Choice from Zermelo-
Fraenkel set theory’s axioms took many decades to be confirmed. Also the 
very definition of Boolean algebras includes ten axioms and their duals. 
Reducing the number of axioms requires a great effort, and in this 
respect Huntington [9, 10] showed that Boolean algebras can be 
axiomatized by four independent axioms. For another work in this topic, 
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one can see [15]. We know that a set S of axioms is independent 
semantically, if none of the elements of S is a consequence of the others. 
More formally still, the condition is that for every ,S∈ϕ  the sentence ϕ  

is not a theorem of the theory with axioms { }.\ ϕS  To show 

independence, it is enough to produce for every S∈ϕ  a model ϕM  in 

which all the axioms in { }ϕ\S  are true, but ϕ  fails. 

We quote Jenčová and Pulmannová’s work [11] to state effect 
algebras that have been introduced by Foulis and Bennett [6]. The effect 
algebras are a generalization of many structures which arise in the 
axiomatization of quantum mechanics (Hilbert space effects [14]), 
orthomodular lattices and posets [1, 16], fuzzy measure theory and many-
valued logic (MV-algebras [3, 4]). Equivalent definitions of effect algebras 
are provided by Guintini and Greuling [8], and by Kôpka [13]. In this 
paper, we choose as axioms for effect algebras those given by Foulis and 
Bennett in [6] and prove that they are independent such as independence 
of MV-algebras indicated by Cattaneo et al. in [2, 12], respectively. 

2. Preliminaries 

A Boolean algebra can be defined either as a bounded, complemented 
distributive lattice or as an idempotent ring with unit. Beside this, 
another equivalent definition can be formulated using only partially 
defined binary .⊕  Then we have the following statement: 

Theorem 2.1. Let ( )1,0,, ⊕L  be a system consisting of a set L with 

two special elements L∈1,0  and equipped with a partially defined 

binary operation ⊕  satisfying the following conditions for all 
:,, Lrqp ∈  

(E1) Commutative Law: If qp ⊕  is defined, then pq ⊕  is defined 
and .pqqp ⊕=⊕  

(E2) Associative Law: If rq ⊕  is defined and ( )rqp ⊕⊕  is defined, 

then qp ⊕  is defined, and ( ) rqp ⊕⊕  is defined, and ( ) =⊕⊕ rqp  

( ) .rqp ⊕⊕  
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(E3) Orthosupplementation Law: For every ,Lp ∈  there exists a 
unique Lq ∈  such that qp ⊕  is defined and .1=⊕ qp  

(E4) Zero-One Law: If p⊕1  is defined, then p = 0. 

(E5) Coherence Law: If ,, rpqp ⊕⊕  and rq ⊕  are defined, then 

( ) rqp ⊕⊕  is defined. 

(E6) Law of Compatibility: For all ;, Lqp ∈  there exist Lcba ∈,,  

such that cb ⊕  and ( )cba ⊕⊕  are defined, cap ⊕=  and .cbq ⊕=  

Then L can be organized into a Boolean algebra in one and only one 
way so that 10 ≤≤ p  for all qpLp ⊕∈ ,  is defined if and only if 

,0=qp   and if ,0=qp   then .qpqp =⊕  Conversely, if L is a 

Boolean algebra, and if the partial binary operation ⊕  is defined by 
qpqp =⊕  if and only if ,0=qp   then ( )1,0,, ⊕L  satisfies 

conditions (E1)-(E6). 

Definition 2.1 ([6]). A system ( )1,0,, ⊕L  that satisfies conditions 

(E1)-(E4) in Theorem 2.1 is called an effect algebra. 

Definition 2.2 ([6]). Let L be an effect algebra and ., Lqp ∈  

(1) We say that p is orthogonal to q and write qp ⊥  if and only if 

qp ⊕  is defined. If p≠0  and ,qp ⊥  then p is called an isotropic 

element of L. 

(2) We say that p is less than or equal to q and write qp ≤  if and 

only if there exists an element Lr ∈  such that rp ⊥  and .qrp =⊕  

(3) The unique element q such that qp ⊥  and 1=⊕ qp  is written 

as qp =′ :  and called the orthosupplement of p. 
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3. Independence of the Axioms of  
Effect Algebra (E1)-(E4) 

In this section, we show that the axiomatic system for effect algebras 
consists of independent axioms. Therefore, none of these axioms can be 
removed when constructing any Effect Algebra. 

Theorem 3.1. The axioms (E1), (E2), (E3), and (E4) are independent. 

Proof. We prove here that the axioms (E1) through (E4) are 
independent. To see this, we construct a model for each axiom in which 
that axiom is false while the others are true. Let M  be our model with 

the universe { }.1,,0 xU =  The symbol M⊕  is interpreted as the 

partially defined operation and MM 1,0  as constants. 

3.1. Independence of (E1) 

The operation M⊕  is defined in the following table: 

⊕  0 x 1 

0 0 x 1 

x 1 NE NE 

1 1 NE NE 

where NE means: “Not Existing” or “Not Defined”. Then we have 
abba ⊕≠⊕  for all Uba ∈,  because 0⊕x  is defined and equal to 1 

and x⊕0  is defined but it equals x. 

For the truth of (E2) let a, b, and c be elements in our model .M  If 
( )cba ⊕⊕  is defined and the result is different from 1, then ( ) cba ⊕⊕  

is defined and ( ) ( ) ,cbacba ⊕⊕=⊕⊕  and the result is c. On the other 

hand, if ( )cba ⊕⊕  is defined and equal to 1, then ( ) ( ) .cbacba ⊕⊕=⊕⊕  

Otherwise, we have not existing situation for both sides of identities. 

(E2) is true in .M  And also it is clear that Orthosupplementation 
Law and Zero-One Law are true in .M  Therefore, (E1) is independent 
from (E2), (E3), and (E4). 
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3.2. Independence of (E2) 

The operation M⊕  is defined in the following table: 

⊕  0 x 1 

0 x 0 1 

x 0 1 NE 

1 1 NE NE 

Since ( )MM ⊕,  is symmetrical about the main diagonal, M⊕  is a 

commutative operation. So, (E1) is true in .M  (E3) and (E4) is obtained 
easily in .M  However, ( )xx ⊕⊕0  is defined and equals 1 and also 

( ) xx ⊕⊕0  is defined but it equals 0. So, (E2) is not true in .M  

Therefore, (E2) is independent from the others. 

3.3. Independence of (E3) 

The operation M⊕  is defined in the following table: 

⊕  0 x 1 

0 0 x 1 

x x x NE 

1 1 NE NE 

(E1) is true in M  because of the main diagonal symmetry. (E2) is 
obtained in M  by examining all 27 cases. These cases can be resumed as 
follows: 

(i) If the elements x and 1 both occur or 1 occurs more than one in one 
side of an identity, then we have NE case. 

(ii) If the result is defined, then 

– it is x if one side of an identity consists only of x’s or only x and 0 
occur, otherwise, 

– it is 1 if we have only 1 and two 0’s, otherwise, 

– it is 0 if all the three elements are 0. 
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Besides (E4) is also true in .M  But for ,Ux ∈  there is no element 
Ux ∈′  such that .1=′⊕ xx  Therefore, (E3) does not hold in .M  

Consequently, (E3) is independent from the others. 

3.4. Independence of (E4) 

The operation ,M⊕  which is isomorphic to the symmetric group ,3Z  

is defined in the following table: 

⊕  0 x 1 

0 0 x 1 

x x 1 0 

1 1 0 x 

There is a contradiction with (E4) because 1⊕x  exists but x does not 
equal 0. However, (E1), (E2), and (E3) hold in .M    

4. Conclusion 

As a conclusion, we showed that each axiom is independent from the 
others in effect algebras axiomatic system. So, any algebra is an effect 
algebra if and only if it verifies (E1)-(E4) axioms. 
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